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Abstract

Evaporation-proton yields were measured for the fusion of the weakly-bound nucleus 6Li on a

58Ni target at six near- or sub-barrier bombarding energies. Effects of the one-neutron transfer

reaction were estimated and corrections made. Total-fusion cross sections were deduced using

calculated proton multiplicities. The resulting fusion excitation function shows a considerable

enhancement with respect to calculations for a bare potential. Inelastic couplings are estimated to

have insignificant effects on such fusion. The sum of total fusion plus one-neutron transfer cross

sections nearly saturates the total reaction cross section in the energy region measured. Comparison

with previous results appropriately scaled for the 6Li + (59Co, 64Ni, 64Zn) systems shows good

consistency except for some data spread at the lower energies.

PACS numbers: 25.60.Pj , 25.70.-z
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I. INTRODUCTION

The near- and sub-barrier fusion process for reactions induced by weakly bound projec-

tiles, stable or radioactive, has been the subject of many recent studies, both experimental

and theoretical. Several relevant updated reviews have been published in the last few years

[1–3].

Of the stable, weakly bound nuclei, one of the most interesting is perhaps the 6Li nucleus.

Although stable, it has no bound excited states and a separation energy of only 1.47 MeV

for splitting into 4He and 2H. Thus breakup and/or cluster transfer (CT) channels might be

expected to be important in interactions with other nuclei. The need to take the breakup

channel into account has been extensively discussed in relation to the 6Li + 59Co near-

barrier fusion data of Ref. [4]. Continuum-discretized coupled-channel (CDCC) calculations

performed for this system [5, 6] have shown that breakup couplings significantly enhance

the near- and sub-barrier total fusion cross sections, thus bringing the calculations into

agreement with the data. This effect occurs despite the fact that the breakup contribution

to the respective total reaction cross section is rather small, being actually about two orders

of magnitude lower than the corresponding fusion part [6–8].

In a detailed study of quasielastic backscattering with a 64Zn target at energies near

the Coulomb barrier [9], it became clear that couplings with inelastic excitations of the

target and/or projectile alone are not enough to explain the data. Subsequent CDCC

analyses of the corresponding elastic scattering angular distributions for this system [10]

showed important effects of coupling to breakup channels. At the lowest incident energies a

significant effect of coupling to resonant states of 6Li also was found.

Fusion studies for that system, where cross sections for the production of heavy residues

resulting from the 6Li + 64Zn reaction were measured [11], indicate that the observed fusion

enhancement at sub-barrier energies also cannot be explained by couplings between elastic

and inelastic channels. Evidence was found by comparing with statistical model predictions

that, while complete fusion (CF) dominates at energies well above the barrier, nucleon-

transfer as well as incomplete fusion (ICF) with a deuteron (d) and/or d transfer might be

affecting the sub-barrier yields. Both mechanisms (nucleon transfer and d transfer) would

produce heavy residues indistinguishable from those produced by fusion and therefore they

would be phenomenologically included in the reported total fusion (TF) yield.
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Recent measurements for breakup of 6Li on targets of 58Ni and 64Zn [12] showed that for

an energy close to but below the barrier most of the breakup events occur far from the target,

where absorption of the fragments is unlikely and so no effect on ICF is expected. Some

authors have suggested that the charged fragment absorption leading to incomplete fusion

is minimal at sub-barrier energies [12, 13] and it is generally accepted that the ICF cross

sections involving medium and light mass targets are much smaller than those corresponding

to CF [14]. Since some energy must be used to separate the projectile clusters, the remaining

energy of the fragments after breakup is usually lower with respect to the corresponding

barrier than that of the original projectile, so ICF could hardly be expected to dominate at

sub-barrier energies. In any case, yield contaminants from either deuteron or single-nucleon

transfers do actually seem to be likely candidates to at least partially explain the large sub-

barrier fusion cross sections reported for the 6Li + 64Zn data of Ref. [11]. CDCC calculations

including couplings between elastic scattering, breakup and fusion are needed to shed light

on this issue. Nonetheless, the different data sets for fusion involving 6Li projectiles are still

far from being fully understood.

In the present work new fusion data for the system 6Li + 58Ni are reported in order to bet-

ter elucidate this issue. Evaporation-proton yields were measured at six sub-barrier energies

(except the highest energy, which was above but close to the barrier) and statistical model

calculations were performed to deduce the respective fusion cross sections. Preliminary re-

sults were previously reported in Ref. [15], but only including results for three energies. In

addition to data for several new energies, the present work presents a more thorough anal-

ysis using three different statistical-model codes. It includes as well a discussion of possible

effects of incomplete fusion (ICF) and direct reactions.

The experimental procedure and results are described in Section II, where possible effects

of some direct reactions also are discussed. In Section III, the data are compared with

barrier-penetration model calculations and with coupled-channel calculations where the most

relevant inelastic channels are taken into account. Possible effects of incomplete fusion and

direct cluster transfer are also discussed there. In Section IV, the results are compared with

other fusion measurements for 6Li projectiles and, finally, a summary and the conclusions

deduced from the present work are presented in Section V.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS

The present experiment is the final part of an extensive project in which a mixed sec-

ondary beam of 6Li, 7Be and 8B was generated at the TwinSol radioactive nuclear beam

facility [16] at the University of Notre Dame (UND), and used to bombard several Ni tar-

gets. Beam bunching and pulse selection were applied to the primary beam and, for each

beam component, the protons emitted by the corresponding fused system were measured at

backward angles, identifying them by time-of-flight (TOF). A condensed description of the

general experimental procedure was given in Ref. [17], where the results for the fusion of

proton-halo 8B + 58Ni were reported. Additional details concerning the 7Be + 58Ni radioac-

tive beam measurements were given in Ref. [18]. Specific details related to the 6Li data are

described here.

A primary 6Li3+ high-intensity beam with energies between 31 and 38 MeV, delivered by

the UND FN tandem accelerator, was used to bombard a 2.5 cm long primary gas target

of 3He at a pressure of 1 atm. The 6Li isotope in the secondary beam corresponds to

quasielastic scattering of the primary beam and is therefore the most abundant component

of the mixed secondary beam. Secondary beam rates (at target) of 0.6 - 4.0 × 107 particles/s

were typically produced. The respective energy resolution was 0.6 - 0.8 MeV (FWHM), with

typical time spread of 7 - 10 ns (FWHM). The actual time resolution was about 2 ns, but

the time-energy correlation produces this spread. (For only one run, the time spread was

∼15 ns). A sample beam spectrum is presented in Fig. 1, which shows that the 6Li beam

can be nicely separated by TOF from the other major components, but not from a satellite

4He2+ beam. However, the intensity of the latter beam is quite weak compared to that of

6Li and, in addition, corresponds to low energy α-particles unlikely to induce evaporation

protons in reactions with 58Ni. Taking the example of the mixed beam shown in Fig. 1,

the estimated contribution of protons from 4He + 58Ni to the total proton yield is 0.4 %.

Therefore, a possible contamination of the data with protons induced by 4He reactions can

be safely neglected.

The experiment was performed in three stages, covering a total of six bombarding en-

ergies, as indicated in Table I. Natural Ni targets were used, with thicknesses and sizes

as shown in the Table, with appropriate corrections applied to account for the presence of

isotopes other than 58Ni. As mentioned in Ref. [17], the validity of these corrections was
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verified with 8B beam data by comparing with equivalent measurements using an enriched

58Ni target.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Mixed secondary beam spectrum, obtained with a detector temporarily

placed at the target position with the beam rate lowered by three orders of magnitude.

Silicon surface-barrier detectors were used both for the backward telescopes and for the

beam monitors. The thin (∆E) detectors of the backward telescopes were 65-95 µm thick for

stage one, while they had a typical thickness of ∼40 µm for all other stages. The thickness

of the monitor ∆E detectors used in stage one was ∼20 µm. The thick (E) detectors used

as the monitors in stage two had a thickness of 150 µm, and they were ∼1000 µm thick

for the other measurements. Solid angles were defined by collimators of 18-25 mm diameter

placed in front of all telescopes and monitors. The collimators were thick enough to stop all

possible protons. The solid angles were ∼30-50 msr in stage 1 for the backward telescopes,
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TABLE I. Targets and detectors used in the different stages of the 6Li + 58Ni experiment. Ein is

the incident (lab) energy while Ec.m. is its weighted mean throughout the target (with σfus(E) as

weighting function), transformed to the center of momentum frame of reference.

stage tgt thick. tgt size bkwd telescopes monitors Ein Ec.m.

(mg/cm2) (cm) (deg) (deg) (MeV) (MeV)

1 1.36 2.5 (diam.) 120, 135, 150 45, 60 a 13.2 11.7±0.2

14.4 12.7±0.3

2 5.60 13×13 113, 128, 143, 158 ±45 b 10.8 9.1±0.2

3 2.22 8.9×8.9 113, 128, 143, 158 ±45 b 11.5 9.9±0.3

12.7 11.0±0.3

13.7 11.9±0.3

a E-∆E telescopes; b single detectors

and about 8.5 msr in stages 2 and 3. They were always set between 11 and 18 msr for the

monitors.

Background determinations were performed by doing blank-target measurements under

the same conditions as the measurements with the Ni target. The details of the correspond-

ing procedure have been described in Ref. [18]. It was determined that the presence of

background protons in the data was insignificant in the present case, with typical contribu-

tions around 1%.

Fig. 2 shows the experimental results obtained for the proton angular distributions at back

angles, along with statistical-model calculations using the code PACE2 [19, 20]. Default

values were used for all input parameters in this code, except the parameter “expsig”,

whose default value is 0. Instead, for each energy the fusion cross section (σfus) was used in

“expsig” as a fitting parameter, which yields a corresponding curve for the proton angular

distribution dσp/dΩ. One may notice that the experimental points are consistent with

model expectations, i.e., that the angular distribution should be nearly constant in the

measured back-angle angular region. The curves displayed in Fig. 2 correspond to χ2/N

values of 1.08, 0.62, 0.09, 0.09, 0.48, and 1.26 for Ec.m. = 9.1, 9.9, 11.0, 11.7, 11.9, and

12.7 MeV, respectively. N stands for the number of degrees of freedom, i.e., the number of
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points minus one. Integration of such best-fit curves over the whole solid angle yields the

experimental values of the total proton cross sections σp. Equivalently, σp can be obtained

from the optimum σfus value by multiplying it by the respective proton multiplicity (Mp)

also calculated by PACE2, i.e., σp = Mp×σfus. These two procedures were checked and give

consistent results. The values of σp obtained are given in column 2 of Table II along with

respective statistical uncertainties. It is worth mentioning that the uncertainties resulting

from counting statistics were larger than those associated with the determination of the

optimum fitting curves in Fig. 2, so the former uncertainties were used.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Proton angular distribution obtained with the backward telescopes for each

bombarding energy. The curves correspond to PACE2 calculations fitting the data.

The possibility of having appreciable cross sections for the one-neutron transfer reaction

58Ni(6Li,5Li)59Ni is of some concern, because the 5Li ejectile immediately decays (T1/2 ∼

10−21 s) to α + p, thus producing one proton for each transfer reaction (Mp = 1). Cross
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TABLE II. Experimental (σp) and corrected (σcorr
p ) proton cross sections for the 6Li + 58Ni system,

respective proton multiplicities (Mp) obtained with three different codes, adopted < Mp > values,

and the corresponding “fusion” cross sections. The three codes assumed a = A/9.16 and OMP

parameters from [28] for n and p, and from [29] for α. Total reaction cross sections (σR) are also

given [27] for comparison purposes.

Ec.m. σp σcorr
p Mp Mp Mp < Mp > “σfus” σR

(MeV) (mb) (mb) PACE2 LILITA CASCADE ADOPTED (mb) (see Note)

9.1±0.2 6.3 ± 0.4 4.0 ± 0.5 1.38 1.30 1.34 1.34 ± 0.06 3.0 ± 0.5 4 ± 2.7

9.9±0.3 16.0 ± 0.7 9.8 ± 1.1 1.40 1.30 1.33 1.34 ± 0.06 7.3 ± 0.9 16.3 ± 9

11.0±0.3 60.0 ± 3.9 41.8 ± 5.0 1.41 1.32 1.32 1.35 ± 0.05 31.0 ± 3.9 43.3 ± 12

11.7±0.2 115.3 ± 8.4 84 ± 10 1.40 1.29 1.30 1.33 ± 0.06 63.2 ± 8.3

11.9±0.3 149 ± 11 110 ± 14 1.39 1.25 1.29 1.31 ± 0.07 84 ± 11 108 ± 36

12.7±0.3 271 ± 3 218 ± 22 1.37 1.25 1.28 1.30 ± 0.07 168 ± 19 235 ± 52

Note: values of Ec.m. for σR are 8.9, 10.2, 11.0, 11.8 and 12.7 MeV, respectively.

sections for this process (σntr) were estimated by carrying out one-step DWBA calculations

with the code fresco [21]. A neutron-transfer spectroscopic factor Sn = 1.12 [22, 23] was

used for 6Li → 5Li+n. This corresponds to assuming identical contributions from the 1/2−

and the 3/2− angular momenta of the neutron and taking the respective quadratic sum.

The neutron spectroscopic factors for 59Ni∗ → 58Ni+n were taken from Ref. [24], where they

were calculated by analyzing the (p,d) and (d,p) reactions on Ni isotopes via the adiabatic

distorted wave approximation (ADWA). We took into account neutron transfer reactions to

the ground state (g.s.) and to twenty eight excited states of 59Ni with excitation energies

E∗ up to 7.35 MeV, which correspond to the bound neutron states of 59Ni. This interval

of excitation energies includes the so-called Q-window [25], where transfer reactions have

the maximum yield. The value used for Sn (1.12), adopted because it was calculated from

comparison with actual experimental data, is larger than the value obtained (∼0.68) from

existing shell-model calculations [23, 26]. The fact that the excitation spectrum of 59Ni

(more than 50 discrete states in this region) is only partially accounted for could possibly

compensate for any overestimation of the neutron transfer cross section due to using an
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enlarged value of Sn. In any case, an overestimation of the neutron transfer cross section

would lead to a respective underestimation of the corresponding fusion cross section, which

would be safely absorbed in the systematic uncertainty that will be assigned later in Section

III.

Optical Model Potentials (OMP) were used which describe well the 6Li + 58Ni elastic

scattering angular distributions reported in Ref. [27]. The same OMP also were used for

the exit channel 5Li +59Ni. The real and imaginary potential depths and the real diffuseness

were fixed (V0 = 150 MeV, W0 = 20 MeV, a0 = 0.57 fm), but a smooth energy dependence

was used for the remaining geometrical parameters (r0 = 1.13 - 1.25 fm, rW = 1.00 - 1.12 fm,

aW = 0.40 - 0.74 fm). The Coulomb radius was rC = 1.2 fm. Nuclear radii were calculated

through the formula R = r0(A
1/3
1 + A

1/3
2 ). The potential binding the transferred neutron

to the core was chosen to have a Woods-Saxon shape with fixed radius and diffuseness

parameters, r0 = 1.25 fm and a0 = 0.65 fm. The depth of the central potential was adjusted

to reproduce the experimental separation energies.

The estimated neutron transfer cross sections for the six energies in Table II, in increasing

order, were σntr(mb) = 2.35, 6.25, 18.2, 31.2, 38.7, and 53.2, respectively. A 10 % uncertainty

was assigned to these vaues to account for sensitivity to the respective optical potential

parameters. Since many excited states are populated, the overall angular distribution for

5Li is rather smooth. Assuming that the respective decay protons are emitted isotropically

(with multiplicity equal to one), the respective contribution to the experimental proton

yield σp can be estimated for each bombarding energy. By subtracting this contribution,

corresponding corrected proton cross sections σcorr
p are obtained as listed in column 3 of

Table II.

Strictly speaking, the measured proton yields also could include contributions from any

process producing nuclei excited to energies above the respective proton emission threshold.

In the case of the n-transfer reaction discussed above, the value of σntr peaks at an excitation

energy of the 59Ni residue of E∗ ∼ 4.5 MeV and it becomes negligible for E∗ > 7.3 MeV.

Since these energies are below the proton emission threshold for 59Ni (8.60 MeV), no protons

emitted by the 59Ni residues are expected.

As for the one-proton transfer reaction 58Ni(6Li,5He)59Cu, in this case the ejectile 5He

produces no protons since it decays to α + n. The corresponding excitation energy of 59Cu

can be estimated, following Ref. [11], as E∗ = Qgg - Qopt, where Qgg is the ground-state
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Q value and the preferred Q value is Qopt = (Z3Z4/Z1Z2 - 1)×Ec.m.. In this expression,

the entrance (exit) channels are denoted by subscripts 1,2 (3,4), respectively, and Ec.m. is

the energy in the center of mass reference frame of the entrance channel. The estimated

excitation energies for 59Cu, for the energy-range in the present experiment (see Table II),

lie between 1.8 and 2.9 MeV while the respective proton emission threshold is 3.42 MeV.

Since the excitation energy is in principle distributed among all nucleons and in addition

the proton inside the nucleus feels a Coulomb barrier, an excitation energy much above

this threshold is needed for the proton to be emitted. Indeed, statistical-model calculations

performed with PACE2 indicate that in 59Cu the proton-evaporation channel opens up at

excitation energies above 8 MeV. Therefore, no contaminant protons are expected from the

one-proton transfer reaction. The respective contribution, if any, was thus neglected. As for

possible effects of direct reactions with the α + d or 3He + t clusters in 6Li, they will be

discussed later in Sect. III.

The respective Mp values calculated with PACE2 are given in column 4 of Table II.

Possible model dependencies in Mp were investigated following a procedure used earlier in

connection with 8B systems [33], by performing calculations with the two additional codes

LILITA [34, 35] and CASCADE (CASCIP version) [36, 37]. Appropriate input parameters

were chosen to assure that equivalent physical calculations were performed with the three

codes. The mass table AME12 [38] and a level density parameter a = A/9.16 were always

used. The latter expression fits existing data [39] in the mass region of interest (54 ≤ A

≤ 64). Columns 5 and 6 of Table II show the results obtained with the two additional

codes, while column 7 gives the mean values of Mp for the three codes and the respective

uncertainties. Finally, these mean values were used to deduce the fusion cross sections σfus

displayed in column 8. The values of < Mp > ± δ< Mp > should partially account for

model-related effects, so the respective model dependencies are included in σfus.

In the calculations of Table II, the OMP (Optical Model Potential) parameters were taken

from [28] for neutrons and protons and from [29] for α particles. Additional model effects

could arise from using different sets of OMP parameters. These effects were investigated

by using in CASCADE the parameters recommended by the author of this code, i.e., from

Becchetti and Greenlees [30] for protons, from Rapaport [31] for neutrons, and from Satchler

[32] for α particles. The corresponding values of Mp obtained for the energies listed in Table

II, in increasing order, were 1.40, 1.40, 1.39, 1.37, 1.37, and 1.35, respectively. These numbers
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are consistent, within uncertainties, with the < Mp > values given in the Table. Therefore,

no additional model dependency due to OMP parameters needs to be considered.

III. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Fusion excitation function obtained in the present work for the 6Li + 58Ni

system. Also shown are the respective total reaction cross sections from Ref. [27], as well as results

from BPM calculations and respective CC results, as described in the text. The dash-dotted line

indicates that the sum σfus + σntr, where σntr represents a DWBA calculation for one-neutron

transfer, nearly saturates σR.

Figure 3 shows the fusion cross sections of Table II, along with previous results [27]

for total reaction cross sections for the same system. One-dimensional barrier penetration
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model (BPM) predictions using both Wong’s formula [40] and the Optical Model are also

shown. The respective barrier parameters, obtained by using the Sao Paulo potential (SPP)

[41] for the bare nuclear potential, are VB = 12.36 MeV, RB = 9.01 fm, and h̄ω0 = 3.63

MeV. A short-range Woods-Saxon imaginary potential (W0= 50 MeV, rW = 1.0 fm, aW

= 0.2 fm) for the OMP calculation was added to the SPP to simulate an incoming wave

boundary condition. The OMP result should be a more realistic BPM prediction due to

the approximations involved in Wong’s formula. The classical barrier height is indicated by

the small vertical arrow in Fig. 3. Clearly, the experimental fusion cross sections show an

enhancement with respect to these predictions, even for the one point measured above the

barrier.

Possible effects of inelastic channels on fusion were investigated by assuming a vibrational

model for 58Ni. Inelastic excitations of the first 2+ (1454 keV) and 3− (4475 keV)states were

included, with coupling strengths obtained from Refs. [42, 43]. Only the ground state was

considered for the 6Li projectile, which has no bound excited states. As done above, fusion

was identified with the absorption in the short-range imaginary potential. It is important

to mention that this latter potential was not deformed by the couplings, consistent with

the idea that inelastic scattering is a peripheral process. The results, obtained with the

code FRESCO [21], are shown with the dotted line in Fig. 3. One concludes that the

effect of inelastic couplings on fusion is insignificant if no other channels are included in the

calculation. Therefore many more additional couplings would likely be required to get a

good description of the data.

Incomplete fusion (ICF), if present, cannot be distinguished from the present data, but it

could alter the results. If the 6Li projectile breaks into α+ d, for instance, ICF could occur

with the 58Ni target. ICF can be considered as a two-step process where first the projectile

breaks into two clusters and then one of the clusters fuses with the target in a second step.

For a given cluster x, its available energy Ex
c.m. after the first step, in the center of mass

reference frame of the x-target system, can be estimated as [44]

Ex
c.m. =

mx(mp +mt)

mp(mx +mt)
(Ec.m. − Sx) , (1)

where m denotes mass and subscripts x, p, t refer to cluster, projectile and target, respec-

tively, Ec.m. corresponds to the p− t system, and Sx is the separation energy of cluster x in

the projectile.
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Statistical-model calculations indicate that both ICF processes (with α or d) have a lower

proton multiplicity than the complete fusion process (CF), i.e., where the whole 6Li projectile

fuses with 58Ni. Depending on the particular ICF contribution, this means that part of the

proton cross section (σcorr
p in Table II) should be mapped into σfus by using an Mp value

lower than the respective < Mp > value shown in the Table. Consequently, the presence of

ICF would systematically increase the σfus values shown in Figure 3. However, these values

should not increase much since the sum σfus + σntr is already close to saturating σR, as the

dash-dotted line in Fig. 3 shows.

Assuming that a 20% increase in σfus is still allowed (i.e., still consistent with σR, within

uncertainties), some simple but cumbersome statistical model calculations render the follow-

ing results: ICF contributions to the total fusion (TF) cross section could amount to up to

45% for ICF with d but only to a maximum of 25% for ICF with α. This is because Mp(α +

58Ni) < Mp(d + 58Ni) for all experimental energies, so ICF with α’s produces bigger changes

in σfus. The σfus values reported in Table II should thus be considered as upper bounds

for CF and lower bounds for TF. They could be taken as total fusion cross sections if a

+20% systematic error is included. The plus sign (not minus) assigned to this uncertainty

indicates that the actual value of σTF could be within 20% above the reported values.

In addition to α + d, there is evidence for considerable 3He + t clustering in 6Li [45–

49]. In fact, model calculations [47] indicate that even in the pure α + d model there is

considerable 3He + t (and 5He + p) clustering. Some authors, however, have concluded that

the 3He + t clustering is, at most, weak [50, 51]. In any case, no effect of ICF with 3He or t

is expected in the present data because the respective separation energy in 6Li is very large

(St = S3He = 15.8 MeV) and using this value in eq. 1 would produce unphysical negative

energies for the clusters.

It is important to point out that direct cluster transfer (DCT) of α, d, 3He or t could

also lead to the same compound systems as ICF with such clusters. We will discuss first

the case of clusters α and d. The excitation energies of the respective compound systems,

which can be estimated as described in the previous section for the case of proton-transfer

(see also Ref. [11]), are similar for both processes (ICF and DCT), as seen from Table III.

Since proton multiplicities are usually quite steady with energy (see Table II, for instance),

similar values of Mp are expected for both processes ICF and DCT. Therefore, the discussion

about α- and d- ICF in the previous paragraphs applies also to DCT. In other words, we
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cannot discard the possibility that some of the measured protons could come from DCT

processes involving α or d clusters. If so, the respective yields would be correctly included

in the above cross section estimations. There are some hints that the dominant mechanism

for capture of weakly-bound clusters is ICF rather than DCT [52–55], but this cannot be

assesed from the present experimental results. This is the reason for the quotation marks in

“σfus” of Table II; they mean that the reported cross sections may have a contribution from

α- and/or d- DCT.

TABLE III. Estimated excitation energies for respective compound systems after d- and α- ICF

or DCT and after t- and 3He- DCT. Results are shown for the maximum and minimum projectile

energies in the present experiment.

Ec.m. E∗(60Cu) E∗(60Cu) E∗(62Zn) E∗(62Zn) E∗(61Cu) E∗(61Zn)

(6Li + 58Ni) (d-ICF) (d-DCT) (α-ICF) (α-DCT) (t-DCT) (3He-DCT)

(MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV)

9.1 14.0 12.6 8.6 7.7 3.7 1.1

12.7 15.3 13.7 11.1 10.1 4.8 3.4

As for possible effects of DCT involving t and 3He clusters, cols. 6 and 7 of Table III

show the estimated excitation energies of the respective heavy residues. Considering that

the proton emission threshold is 4.8 MeV for 61Cu and 5.3 MeV for 61Zn, it seems safe

to neglect a possible contribution of these processes to the measured proton yield. This

conclusion also is supported by PACE2 predictions indicating that the proton-evaporation

channel in 61Cu (61Zn) opens up at excitation anergies above 9.5 (7.5) MeV, respectively

Summarizing, the reported fusion cross sections might include contributions from d-

and/or α- ICF as well as from d- and/or α- DCT. On the other hand, no contribution

from t- or 3He- ICF or from p-, t- or 3He- transfer is expected.

IV. COMPARISON WITH FUSION DATA FOR OTHER SYSTEMS WITH
6
LI

PROJECTILES

We follow the prescription of Refs. [56–59] for the purpose of comparing fusion data for

different systems. In this approach, the barrier parameters VB, RB, h̄ω0, are obtained from
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a realistic bare potential and used to reduce the cross section and the energy through the

expressions:

F (x) =
2E

h̄ω0RB
2σfus, x =

E − VB

h̄ω0
. (2)

The reduced cross sections can then be compared with the so called universal fusion

function (UFF) in order to find out whether the data present enhancement or suppression:

F0(x) =
2E

h̄ω0RB
2σ

W = ln[1 + e(2πx)], (3)

where σW stands for the expression derived for the cross section in the one-dimensional

barrier-penetration model of Wong [40]. To avoid possible inaccuracies in Wong’s model,

such as those mentioned in connection with Fig. 3, the cross sections are renormalized with

respect to the corresponding Optical Model (OM) calculations (solid curve in Fig. 3). The

result is then multiplied by F0(x) (see Refs. [57–59]). In other words, instead of just using Eq.

2, the data are actually reduced according to the expression (σfus/σOM)F0(x) or, equivalently,

σRed(x) =
2E

h̄ω0RB
2σfus(

σW

σOM
). (4)

It is reasonable with this modified reduction to then compare the reduced data for different

systems directly on the same plot, still using F0(x) as a standard reference even though

Wong’s model might fail for some data. We used always the double-folding São Paulo

Potential (SPP) [41] to derive the barrier parameters, with default values for the matter

and charge densities. These densities follow the systematics observed for many nuclei. Any

deviations from the reference curve can then in principle be ascribed either to static effects,

related to deviations in the actual densities, or to dynamic effects, associated with some

intrinsic properties of the nuclei involved.

In addition to the present data, fusion measurements with 6Li projectiles have been

performed for the similar-mass targets 59Co [4], 64Ni [60], and 64Zn [11]. Table IV shows the

barrier parameters used for each system, and the corresponding reduced results are presented

in Fig. 4. One can observe from the figure for the lower-energy points corresponding to the

6Li + 64Zn system an apparent rise of the cross sections with decreasing energy. This has no

physical meaning but reflects the fact that the ratio σW/σOM grows with decreasing energies

faster than the corresponding cross sections decrease at these low energies.
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TABLE IV. Barrier parameters obtained from the São Paulo Potential for the several relevant

systems.

System VB (MeV) RB (fm) h̄ω0 (MeV)

6Li + 59Co 11.84 9.09 3.52

6Li + 58Ni 12.36 9.02 3.63

6Li + 64Ni 12.11 9.23 3.53

6Li + 64Zn 13.05 9.17 3.67

Two features can be observed from Fig. 4: first, the data for the four targets follow

similar trends, with considerable sub-barrier enhancement and second, they actually show

some spread in the considered energy region. The first observation could indicate that

the mechanism responsible for the enhancement is mainly related to the 6Li projectile,

independent of the target. On the other hand, the reason underlying the second observation

is probably related to effects of direct reactions such as those discussed in the previous two

Sections. In the case of the 6Li + 64Zn system, for instance, the authors of Ref. [11] mention

that their data very probably include contributions from one-neutron and one-proton transfer

reactions. This could explain the larger reduced cross sections as compared to the present

data, which do not include such contributions. Similarly, the possible effects of different

direct reactions, whose behaviour is normally target dependent, could explain the spread

of the data for the other systems in Fig. 4. Such effects could indeed be present in data

taken with the gamma-ray technique, because there is no way to distinguish whether the

gamma-emitting residue was created in a fusion-evaporation or in a direct-transfer reaction.

It should be mentioned that the data sets for both 59Co [4] and 64Ni [60] were obtained

using the gamma-ray technique, while for the 64Zn data the X-ray method was used [11].

The fairly good global agreement between all data sets indicates consistency between the

three different experimental techniques involved. In order to pursue further this subject,

the comparison made in Fig. 4 is extended in Fig. 5 to include all measured energies. If one

takes into account that a 20% systematic uncertainty was reported for the data on 59Co [4],

it is valid to say that the three experimental techniques also are consistent with each other

in the extended energy region.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Comparison of reduced fusion data for 6Li projectiles with targets of 58Ni

(present work), 59Co [4], 64Ni [60], and 64Zn [11]. Error bars shown only if larger than symbol size.

The curve corresponds to the UFF (eq. 3).

V. CONCLUSIONS

Evaporation protons were measured for the 6Li + 58Ni reaction at six near- or sub-barrier

energies and the relevant fusion cross sections were deduced. Corrections are made for effects

of one-neutron transfer and arguments are given to show that contributions from p-transfer

as well as from reactions with the 3He- and t- clusters can be neglected. In addition to ICF,

the present results could include contributions from direct processes such as 2H- or 4He-

DCT provided these reactions produce nuclei excited above the proton emission threshold.

There are indications, though, that in this type of reactions the dominant mechanism is ICF
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Same as Fig. 4 but extended to include the full energy region where data

have been measured.

rather than DCT. It is argued that the reported cross sections are actually upper (lower)

bounds for CF (TF) and, by assigning an appropriate systematic uncertainty (+20%), they

can be attributed to TF.

The data show a large sub-barrier enhancement with respect to expectations for a bare

potential, with a lower but still sizeable enhancement for the one point measured above

the barrier. Corresponding CC calculations indicate that inelastic couplings by themselves

have a negligible effect on fusion, and therefore many more additional channels would need

to be considered to explain the data. From the experimental point of view, the need for

obtaining a clean separation of the different reaction mechanisms in interactions of weakly-

bound projectiles with medium-mass targets in the near-barrier region has been previously

emphasized [7]. From the theory point of view, continuum-continuum couplings using a
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realistic CDCC approach need to be investigated for the present system.

A comparison with data reported for 6Li on targets of 59Co, 64Ni, and 64Zn shows a fairly

good global agreement between the respective reduced data, but some spread is observed

especially at the lower energies. Differences at such energies between 58Ni and 64Zn data

can probably be ascribed to nucleon-transfer contributions in the latter case. These types

of contributions might also be present in the γ-ray data for 59Co and 64Ni. Therefore,

target-dependent effects from direct processes might contribute to the enhancement at low

energies producing the data spread observed. Nevertheless, we can conclude that a common

mechanism probably related to the weakly bound structure of 6Li is mainly responsible for

the observed enhancement.
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